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Abstract—Today, it is important in society to make artworks
accessible to mass audiences and to widen participation in
culture. In such a context, virtual reality is one of the areas of
greatest interest: new devices and new techniques are affordable
for many users, and virtual and real worlds are often mixed
together. In this paper, we propose a “virtual holographic”
display, i.e. a stereoscopic virtual reality system that is able
to replicate the behavior of a real showcase for exhibitions. It
works in a completely virtual manner and it can yield to a
new generation of entertainment “holographic” installations. We
evaluate such a system through an experimental session with 20
users. In particular, we compare the proposed system, based on a
stereoscopic technique (TD3D), with respect to a standard motion
parallax technique in terms of the users’ perceptual experience.
Keywords—Virtual Reality, stereoscopic visualization, motion
parallax, entertainment and education, cultural heritage

I.

I NTRODUCTION

To make culture accessible to the general public is an
important aspect of the modern society, and, in particular, to
make available the artworks can be a way to allow the diffusion
of the traditions and the cultural heritage of a nation. This can
be possible if we are able to remove the physical constraints
that confine them in specific locations, and to promote better
access to and wider participation in culture for enhancing
cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue [1].
Recent years have seen a very rapid increase of interest
in technologies and systems related to the field of Virtual
Reality (VR). The entertainment applications have supported
the development of VR systems, and now application areas,
which were not interested in the past, have started to look
to VR with greater interest, to keep up with the times and
offer more innovative proposals. This interest led to the
development of new tools, both software and hardware, to
deliver contents and experiences more and more fascinating
and reliable. Graphics engines are able to handle very complex
scenes, with a rendered visualization and a management of
physics at a realistic level. New hardware devices allow users
to enjoy content in a more immersive way, and to interact
with virtual objects in a natural way (e.g. Microsoft Kinect1 ).
In particular, in the application domain of cultural heritage, the
VR can be used as a tool for restoration of artworks [2], or
for preserving historical places that may be destroyed [3]. In
[4], [5] how VR technologies have been used in museums, to

create virtual copies of artworks and exhibitions so that they
may be appreciable even by remote users or at a later time,
is presented. Moreover, the VR applications can be used for
education and public understanding of science [6], [7], [8].
Among the available technologies for visualization, several
authors focused on the development of 3D displays without
the need of wearing special glasses: in particular, the issue of
creating holographic displays is addressed by following several approaches. In [9], an interactive multi-user holographic
display, which allows freely moving observers to share a 3D
scene, is presented. The approach is based on a specially
arranged array of projectors and a holographic screen. In
[10], the authors presented a full-color 3D display system,
based on high density directional images. A new kind of
installations for museum that produces 3D hologram in a
small volume is exemplified by the DREAMOC2 products
series. Using transparent and reflective glasses, this kind of
products is able to project images onto real object, providing
a sense of coexistence between real and virtual objects that
mimics holographic images. Other examples of devices useful
for museums are the Heliodisplay3 and the Displair Fog4 that
projects images on a flow of steam about the size of a monitor.
Thanks to this technique, the images appear to be floating in
mid-air, making the effect of a hologram, but this particular
technique does not allow a good image quality.
In this paper, we present a “virtual holographic” system
that is intended to simulate the structure of a glass case
inside which there is an object that can be observed from
different points of view by an observer moving around it.
In particular, our aim is to propose a low-cost and scalable
system, characterized by high performances in terms of balance
between both costs and visual perception, with respect to
the previously cited systems. It is worth noting that our
technique differs from the previously described approaches,
since it is based on standard 3D monitors (or 3D TV), thus
no special hardware is necessary for its implementation. The
correct perception of virtual objects (i.e. without distortions
and misperception issues [11]) is obtained through the TD3D
stereoscopic technique [12], [13] that, by tracking the user
positions, is able to propose to him/her virtual situations, which
replicate the perception of real objects within a display case.
2 RealFiction:

http://www.realfiction.com
Technology: http://www.io2technology.com/
4 Displair: http://displair.com
3 IO2

1 Kinect:

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/
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II.

T HE V IRTUAL H OLOGRAPHIC S YSTEM

We developed our system by considering the following
aspects. (i) Scalability: the proposed system must be easily
reproducible and adaptable with respect to the intended use
and the available budget. The display devices may vary from
3D active monitors, bigger passive 3D-TV, up to 3D projection
systems. Even the devices responsible of the user’s tracking
can range from low-cost systems such as the Microsoft Kinect,
up to more complex and expensive motion capture systems.
(ii) Customization: the proposed system should be suitable
for different setups. The number of monitors, the size of the
area in which virtual objects will be placed, the possibility of
interacting with the objects, and the space in which the users
can move must be easily settable.
In the following, we describe two techniques to produce the
3D perception of virtual objects, the calibration and registration
of the real and virtual reference frames, and the hardware and
software components of the system.

frustums, used in the off-axis technique, are not able to produce
the correct rendered images for a moving observer. Figure
2 shows the generalized asymmetric frustums (F M1 ER
and F M1 EL for the M1 monitor, and F M2 ER and
F M2 EL for the M2 monitor) for two monitors and the
stereoscopic projections (only two points are highlighted) of a
virtual object that is seen on both monitors (cf. position E2 of
Fig. 1)
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A. The TD3D stereoscopic technique
It is important to focus on the aspects that allow the
proposed system to best replicate the behavior of real objects in
a virtual environment, mimicking the holographic effect. The
technique we have used has been proposed in [12], [13]. Such
a technique enables of the 3D visualization by means of the
creation of correct stereoscopic images, and it allows a moving
observer to perceive 3D virtual objects as similar as possible
as they would be in reality, in terms of location, size and
dynamical behavior. Figure 1 shows how different stereoscopic
projections are created with respect to the different positions
of the eyes of a moving observer. It is worth noting that this
technique needs an accurate detection of the eyes’ position in
order to correctly work.
M2

M3

O

E

E4
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F_M1_ER
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Fig. 2. Sketch of generalized asymmetric frustums. The position EL and
ER of the user’s eyes, which are in the same location of the virtual stereo
cameras, are shown. The stereoscopic projections of the virtual object O are
highlighted by the red and blue solid lines. The left and right generalized
asymmetric frustums for the two monitors (F M1 ER and F M1 EL for
the M1 monitor, and F M2 ER and F M2 EL for the M2 monitor) are
computed and generated at the same time.

In particular, the monitor surface and the focal plane of
the related generalized asymmetric frustum must be always
coincident, thus the focal plane is defined by three 3D corners
of the monitor. Moreover, the position of the virtual stereo
cameras (i.e. the vertices of the frustums) must be in the same
location of the user’s eyes. It is worth noting that a rototranslation of the standard off-axis frustums (e.g., [14]) does
not correctly address the problem, since the focal plane and
the monitor must coincide even when the two eyes are not
parallel to the monitor. In the proposed system multiple pairs
of generalized asymmetric frustums have to be computed and
generated simultaneously, since the user sees multiple monitors
at the same time.
B. The motion parallax technique

E2

E3

Fig. 1. Sketch of four stereoscopic projections depending on the user’s
position: M1,2,3 are three stereoscopic monitors, E1,2,3,4 are four different
possible positions of the user’s eyes, O is the virtual object being displayed,
and the red and blue triangles represent the stereoscopic projections of the
same virtual object for each user’s position.

To obtain stereoscopic projections that allow a user to
perceive a realistic virtual scene, we have to detect the position
of the user’s eye and to place the virtual stereo cameras in the
correct positions. To implement such a behavior, we use generalized asymmetric frustums, since the standard asymmetric

By following a procedure similar to the one described in the
previous section, we can also implement a system that exploits
the motion parallax (instead of stereoscopic visualization) to
induce the perception of 3D to the users [15], [16]. Again,
there is the need of generalized asymmetric frustums (though
they are not stereoscopic) in order to correctly project images
onto the monitors from the user’s point of view.
C. The calibration procedure
We developed a procedure that allows an easy calibration
and registration of the devices to properly set up the proposed
virtual reality system. Several chessboards are used to calculate

the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the devices. An external calibrated camera captures snapshots of the chessboards,
and then we compute the transformations that relate their
reference frames. The calibration procedure, shown in Figure
3, is an extension of the one proposed in [17]. For the sake
of clarity, we describe the calibration procedure by taking into
account only two monitors.

xC1 = RC1 K xK + TC1 K

(2)

xW = RM1 C1 xC1 + TM1 C1

(3)

where xK denotes a point in the reference frame of the Kinect,
xC1 is its representation with respect to the reference frame of
the chessboard C1 , and xW is its representation with respect
to the virtual world reference frame.

K

M2

first we compute the roto-translation [TM1 C1 ; RM1 C1 ] between
the M1 monitor and the additional chessboard C1 , then the
roto-translation [TC1 K ; RC1 K ] between the chessboard C1 and
the tracking device K, giving the consecutive roto-translation

D. The hardware components

M1

Our aim is to obtain a system easily scalable and based
on off-the-shelf devices that allow us to obtain a low-cost
system (e.g. ten times cheaper than the Heliodisplay device).
The system is based on:
-

Three BENQ XL2720Z, 27 inch stereoscopic 3D
monitor.

-

Kinect 2 for Windows as tracking device.

-

Windows PC with i7 processors, 8GB RAM, Nvidia
Quadro K4200.

-

Nvidia Vision Pro glasses.

C1

Fig. 3. The calibration rig. K is the tracking device, M1 and M2 are two
3D monitors, on which virtual chessboards are rendered, and C1 is a real
chessboard.

In order to compute the correct generalized asymmetric
frustums for each monitor, we need to know the 3D eyes’
positions, and the 3D monitor sizes and positions in the same
reference frame.
In Figure 3, M1 represents the primary monitor, corresponding with the center of the reference system with respect
to which it is necessary to know the positions of the other
devices. Moreover, we consider the reference frame W of the
M1 monitor coincident with the one of the virtual world, since
the focal plane of the generalized asymmetric frustum is on
the monitor surface.
In order to know the position of the monitor M2 with
respect to reference system W , two full-screen chessboards
of known size are displayed on both the monitors; in this way
the center of the chessboard corresponds precisely to the center
of the monitor. The two chessboards are then captured by a
calibrated camera, and the roto-translation [TM1 M2 ; RM1 M2 ]
between the two monitors’ reference frames is computed
accordingly, giving the relation
xW = RM1 M2 xM2 + TM1 M2

(1)

where xM2 denotes a point in the M2 monitor’s reference
frame, and xW represents the same point in the virtual world’s
reference frame, which is coincident with the reference frame
of the M1 monitor.
The same procedure can not be applied to the tracking device (Microsoft Kinect). The on-board camera of the tracking
device itself is used to compute the roto-translation between
a real chessboard and the device. However, it can not directly
see the virtual chessboard placed onto the M1 monitor, since
in our setup the considered tracking device is placed above the
monitors. To solve this, we use an additional chessboard C1 :

As future implementations, we can consider the use of Leap
Motion5 as a device for handling the users’ interaction with
the system, and the use of 3D projectors to eliminate the
troublesome presence of the edges of the monitors.
E. The software components
The software developed to implement the proposed system
is composed of two parts: one for the visualization of the
stereoscopic VR environment, and the other for the tracking
of the user’s eyes location.
As graphics engine we use Unity Game Engine6 , since it
provides high performance, outstanding graphics, and it can
be customized, e.g. by implementing the TD3D technique that
is necessary for the correct stereoscopic rendering of virtual
objects to a moving observer (see SectionII-A). In addition,
we have increased the functionality of Unity by creating some
scripts to interface the different parts of the virtual reality
system, such as the reading of the positions provided by
the tracking devices, and to easily manage the integration of
information on the number and size of monitors and their
positions. Figure 4 shows the output of the Graphics Engine
for the proposed system, from the point of view of an user
located in front of the edge of the “virtual holographic” case
(position E2 represented in Fig. 1).
With regard to the tracking of user’s eye position, we
decided to use the Microsoft Kinect 2 as a capture device, and
we took advantage of its Skeleton Tracking and Face Tracking
capabilities: this allows us to have a quite robust tracking of
eyes’ positions with an acceptable framerate of 30 fps.
5 Leap
6 Unity

Motion: https://www.leapmotion.com/
3D: http://unity3d.com/

The distribution and the statistics of the responses to the
nine questions, for the two techniques, are reported in Figure
5.
TD3D

5

Fig. 4. Snapshot of the proposed “virtual holographic” case, on which the
stereoscopic projections of a virtual artwork are displayed from the point of
view of an user located in a position similar to E2 of Fig. 1.
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All the communications among the different components of
the proposed system are achieved by using the VRPN protocol
[18]. This allows us to run the different modules of the system
on different PCs, thus reducing the need of having very high
performance workstations. Moreover, it is easy to substitute
single modules of the system.
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Q1

How clear is your vision?

Q2

Ho do your eyes feel?

Q3

How realistic is the scene?

Q4

Are you able to observe the object from different
points of view?

Q5

How different is it with respect to a real museum
display case?

Q6

Do you perceive distortions?

Q7

Do you perceive latencies?

Q8

Is the object stable?

Q9

Do you enjoy the session?

6
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8

9

6

7

8
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(a)
Parallax

E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To validate the quality of the proposed “virtual holographic” system, we created an experiment, which was attended by 20 subjects: they had observed a virtual statue
displayed by our system, as if it were in a glass case in
a museum. Ten subjects saw the virtual statue through the
described stereoscopic technique with continuously updated
generalized asymmetric frustums (TD3D technique), other ten
subjects through a standard parallax technique. The participants were both male and female, with ages ranging from 20
to 40, and with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They
were not aware of the actual technique used to display to
them the virtual contents. At the end of each session, they were
asked to answer a questionnaire with 9 closed-ended questions.
Subjects rated their feelings on a 5-point Likert scale, where
1 indicated negative feeling at all and 5 indicated the most
positive experience. The questions listed below were related
to eye tiredness (Q1-Q2), qualitative perception of the virtual
objects (Q3-Q6), and technical issues (Q7-Q9).

5

Questions

5

4

Score
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(b)
Fig. 5. Box plots of the scores given by the subjects to the 9 questions, for
the “virtual holographic” display implemented through the TD3D stereoscopic
technique (a), and a standard motion parallax technique (b). The red lines
represent the median scores, the blue boxes are scores between the first and
the third quartiles.

The goals of this experiment are: (i) to assess the performances of the proposed “virtual holographic” display, implemented trough the TD3D technique, with respect to a standard
parallax technique, in terms of correct perception of the virtual
objects; (ii) to verify the effects of the proposed technique with
respect to visual fatigue. To examine these, we averaged across
subjects the scores for the TD3D and the parallax techniques
(see Fig. 6). The dark and light red bars represent data for the
two techniques. The reported scores were on average higher
(thus indicating a better feeling) with the TD3D technique for

Q1, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q7, and Q9. The differences were statistically
significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.025, one-tailed)
for Q3 (realism of the scene), Q4 (possibility of observing
the object from different points of view), Q5 (realism with
respect to a real museum case), and Q9 (general appreciation
of the experience). There were no significant differences for
questions Q1 and Q2 (eye tiredness). It is worth noting that
the stereoscopic TD3D technique is more affected by stability
issues (Q8).

experience and can be used to create a “virtual hologram”
effect.
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